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commodore sx 64 service manual

Please do not offer the downloaded file for sell only use it for personal usage. Looking for other
manual For this no need registration. May be help you to repair. You could suffer a fatal electrical
shock. Instead, contact your nearest service center. Note! To open downloaded files you need
acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition, Also some files are djvu so you need djvu
viewer to open them. These free programs can be found on this page needed progs If you use opera
you have to disable opera turbo function to download file. If you cannot download this file, try it with
CHROME or FIREFOX browser. Translate this page Relevant NOTEBOOKPC forum topics
commodore 64 memory error Szep napot mindenkinek. Sajna bekapcsolas utan derult ki,hogy
memoriahibas. A memoria ic 426415.van a panelen 8 darab A kezikonyve elveszett Balint
Commodore Plus 4 Sziasztok. Hozzajutottam ehhez a kidobasra szant gephez, a tapja nincs meg. Az
lenne a kerdes lehete meg ezt a masinat valami ertelmes dologra hasznalni. Vagy hagyjam a fenebe.
Keresnem a subbeli tap rajzat a panelon stp 4691 olvashato. KosziYou can write in English language
into the forum not only in Hungarian. Turbo Chameleon 64 prev next out of 4 Post on 06Mar2018
218 views Category Documents 3 download Report Download Facebook Twitter EMail LinkedIn
Pinterest Embed Size px. Unofficial Commodore SX64 serial registry Media archive Older This is the
5V feed for the protocol emulating uIEC card see SX64schematic diagram. Commodore SX64. From
TechWiki. Jump to navigation,search. The SX64 was Commodores portable version ofthe Commodore
64. JiffyDOS is an enhancedDOS for the C64, SX64, and C128 computers. But for whatever reason, I
have been bitten bythe Commodore Reminiscing bug single in depth service manual for Commodore
products butNOT the SX64. Awesomeproduct. a must own for commodore fans.Included user manual
and downloadable software. MB, in swedish Service manual 4 MB. ICE92D User manual
15.http://ladachess.ru/userfiles/carrier-phoenix-ultra-xl-manual.xml

commodore sx-64 service manual, commodore sx 64 service manual, commodore sx
64 service manual download, commodore sx 64 service manual pdf, commodore sx 64
service manual free, commodore sx 64 service manual 2017.

7 MB Service manual 8.3 MB Service manual 2.4MB Service manual 1.9 MB. However, it is not
compatible with thewellestablished Commodore 64.Commodore SX64. Ihope ED runs The ship
IDchart will be fantastic and I hope we get a nicethick manual as well preferably ring bound.
NEWSLETTERS. In 1984,Commodore released the SX64, a portable version of the C64.Commodore
Repairs Service and SparesCPUs, CIAs, SIDs, RAM etc. . If anyone is interested, I have the manual
printed in both German andEnglish, some expensive shipping, too. Saying no will not stop you from
seeing Etsy ads, but it may make them less relevant or more repetitive.Please update to the latest
version. Both registration and sign in support using google and facebook accounts. Escape will close
this window.Etsy may send you communications; you may change your preferences in your account
settings.Learn more Please try again. Revolvers Owners Manual Worth the price.Etsy shops never
receive your credit card information.Computer science, Retro Computer shirt, retro gaming tee.
Computer geek gifts, programmer gift, developerWe suggest contacting the seller directly to
respectfully share your concerns. Please Log in to subscribe.Register to confirm your address. Array
chip The one in rev.B includes COLOR RAM. That is why only theThis seems to be an
intermediateThe bottom right corner has been augmented. SAMS C64 Troubleshooting Guide. Taken
from the SAMS C64 Troubleshooting Guide. Assy numberTaken from the SAMS C64 Troubleshooting
Guide. Taken from the SAMS C64 Troubleshooting Guide. This is the North American power supply
that can be taken apart. The schematic was drawn by William Levak. According to him, theThis

http://ladachess.ru/userfiles/carrier-phoenix-ultra-xl-manual.xml


seems to be the same buggy schematic that was published in the. Commodore 64 Programmers
Reference Guide, but has been partiallyThe vic part contains the ROMs, SIDs, Video Controller,
RAMs. Addressdecoding, Expansion Port and User
Port.http://adveotec.com/img/carrier-manual-download.xml

The cpu part contains the Port elements CIA, CPU, ACAdaptor, Timer,See also 326100.png. Please
ask any questions you may have about the item before making the purchase. If you need it faster
please select USPS Priority Mail 34 business days at checkout Please ask questions about the item
or shipping before buying. If There is any problems with your purchase, please message me through
eBay Before filing a dispute or leaving poor feedback. We will do our best to make things right!
Super high amount of views. 204 sold, 19 available. More Super high amount of views. 204 sold, 19
available. You are the light of the world. With 64K of memory a lot for the time, and a well known
BASIC grown fromVIC20, because it used the same serial peripheral bus and could work with the.
VIC20 disk drive and printers. The SX64 was donated by Ted Evers. Clockwise from the top C64
power supply, Commodore 1701 monitor, Commodore 1541 diskette drive. Commodore 1571
diskette drive, Commodore 64 main unit, pair of C64 joysticks.This Commodore 64C is essentually
the same electronics as the standard CommodoreNote the dual connectors allowing daisyHere is a
view of the. By using our website, you consent to our use of cookies in accordance with our Cookies
Policy. Click here to learn about cookie settings. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser
to utilize the functionality of this website. This SX64 was shipped from northen europe and is a 110v
model. Dont blame me! I simply removed the socketed chips and tested them in my test C64 PCB.
The SX64 kernel is different to the version found in a standard C64, but it will happily work in either
machine. You can even use a standard C64 kernel in the SX64. But youll miss a few SX64 functions
like booting from the internal 1541 and the funky colours! Heatsink fitted to SID. Sorry about the
crappy pic Fitting the Jiffydos kernel will only speed up disk drives with its own Jiffydos rom
installed. So for an SD2IEC this is fine.

You can dump a real disk to D64 in seconds.The chap that makes them is amazing. Luckily for me,
its me!;D Final couple of test. Time to ship this one home. My damaged test keyboard BTW And cost
a few but not too excessive quids to send back. Fully portable, but still a simple project to use photos
to check the colors.You a small preview you can see the video here. InstructionsWalls done better to
print. The board 64 reloads not use the plug Commodore DIN default, but small barrel plug. This can
be a large. By stlfinder.com. Array chip The one in rev.B includes COLOR RAM. That is why only
theThis seems to be an intermediateTaken from the. SAMS C64 Troubleshooting Guide. Taken from
the SAMS C64 Troubleshooting Guide. Assy numberTaken from the SAMS C64 Troubleshooting
Guide. Taken from the SAMS C64 Troubleshooting Guide. This is the North American power supply
that can be taken apart. The schematic was drawn by William Levak. According to him, theThis
seems to be the same buggy schematic that was published in the. Commodore 64 Programmers
Reference Guide, but has been partiallyThe vic part contains the ROMs, SIDs, Video Controller,
RAMs. Addressdecoding, Expansion Port and User Port. The cpu part contains the Port elements
CIA, CPU, ACAdaptor, Timer. This allows potential condensation to evaporate, which could
otherwise cause damage to your SIDFX, SID chips or computer during or after poweron. Ideally both
you and your computer should be properly grounded during installation in order to efficiently
protect your SIDFX, SID chips and computer against electrostatic discharges. But if you don’t have
an ESD wriststrap available then first completely discharge yourself to a grounded metal part of
your home heating radiator, water pipe, kitchen sink, exposed metal on kitchen appliances etc..
Once inside you might need to remove a tinfoil cover or rigid metal shield that was used in some
computer models.
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Before removing your SID chip from the motherboard it is important to take note of its orientation.
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The orientation is utmost important in order to ins tall SIDFX correctly. Support the SID with a
finger at each end while you gently twist the screwdriver from side to side in order to lift the SID
chip a bit. Do the same from the other end and repeat until the SID chip is out. Also make sure that
all the SID chip pins are caught by the socket receptacles before applying any pressure to the SID
chip. This lifts SIDFX by additional 4 mm and allows clearing some of the components surrounding
the SID socket.This is always the case when SIDFX needs to fit computers with a rigid metal shield
covering the motherboard. Also see the platform specific instructions further below for information
on which require removal of the riser socket. Dont flip them back and forth, only one direction. Some
Commodore models were sold with a range of different motherboard revisions. Each revision has an
ASSY number marked on the motherboard. The adapter is included with the SIDFX bundle for C64
Reloaded MK1 and available separately as an accessory. Removal is performed with a wide
screwdriver squeezed in between the riser socket and the fixed pin header of SIDFX, please also see
the SID chip removal instructions above for the best approach. This will ensure clearance between
SIDFX and the motherboard. Please refer to the C64 Reloaded manual for specific instructions.
Otherwise the motherboard is unable to supply sufficient power to SIDFX. The adapter is included
with the SIDFX bundle for C64 Reloaded MK2 and available separately as an accessory. Removal is
performed with a wide screwdriver squeezed in between the riser socket and the fixed pin header of
SIDFX, please also see the SID chip removal instructions above for the best approach. This will
ensure clearance between SIDFX and the motherboard. Please refer to the C64 Reloaded manual for
specific instructions.

https://www.jbnature.com/images/buy-game-manuals-and-cases.pdf

Also make sure that all the SIDFX pins are caught by the motherboard socket receptacles before
applying any pressure to the SIDFX module. The left and right audio channels are a direct result of
the active SIDFX configuration refer to operating modes below for more details and the position of
switch 1, which will override the audio path when not in the center position see SW1 below for more
details.In the center position the audio output is controlled by the active configuration or API refer
to operating modes below for more details . With the factory default settings this effectively means
SID 1 in the left audio channel and SID 2 in the right audio channels if two SIDs are installed. In the
left position the audio output from SID 1 will be routed to both output channels. In the right position
the audio output from SID 2 will be routed to both output channels. This allows you to quickly
choose a specific SIDFX operating mode before loading a program, e.g. a demo or music editor refer
to operating modes below for more details. The 3 grabbers capture the address lines required in
order to allow enabling stereo SID playback refer to operating modes below for more details. All
cables are required in order to take advantage of all SIDFX features. Consider locations where the
chassis wall is thin enough to allow mounting the nut on the threading. This section is only
applicable to models with rigid metal shielding. On some motherboard revisions there are alternate
locations to tap off the A5 and A8 signals that might allow easier refitting of the metal shielding
please contact us for further details. In rare cases the metal shielding may need to be slightly
modified in order to be reinstalled. The SID chips should always be detected as either 6581, 8580 or
NONE if no SID is installed. Please visit our support page in case you experience that SIDs are being
incorrectly detected. The bottom status line shows you the position of switch 1.

https://datavoiz.com/images/buy-game-manuals-online.pdf

Switch 2s position is indicated by the configuration column on the screen that is highlighted. With
the switch positions CENTER, LEFT and RIGHT you have 3 user configurable profiles. When you
change and save a configuration profile using the configuration tool it will be safely stored to a flash
memory within the SIDFX unit. Operating modes can be selected through the SIDFX configuration
tool or through the SIDFX API. In the CENTER switch position the audio output is controlled by the
active SIDFX configuration. With the factory default settings this effectively means SID1 in the left
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audio channel and SID2 in the right audio channels with two SIDs installed. In the LEFT switch
position the audio output from SID1 will be routed to both output channels. In the RIGHT switch
position the audio output from SID2 will be routed to both output channels. For early SIDFX units
SID register reads always come from SID1. On newer SIDFX units SID register reads come from
SID2 when SID2 is forced using switch 1, otherwise from SID1. Please visit our support page for
more information on this topic. Switch 1 can be used to force the audio output to come from SID1
LEFT position or SID2 RIGHT position. For early SIDFX units SID register reads always come from
SID2. On newer SIDFX units SID register reads come from SID1 when SID1 is forced using switch 1,
otherwise from SID2. Please visit our support page for more information on this topic. Switch 1 can
be used to force the audio output to come from SID1 LEFT position or SID2 RIGHT position. For
early SIDFX units SID register reads always come from SID1. On newer SIDFX units SID register
reads come from SID2 when SID2 is forced using switch 1, otherwise from SID1. Please visit our
support page for more information on this topic. Switch 1 can be used to force the audio output to
come from SID1 LEFT position or SID2 RIGHT position. Switch 1 can be used to force the audio
output to come from SID1 LEFT position or SID2 RIGHT position.

Switch 1 can be used to force the audio output to come from SID1 LEFT position or SID2 RIGHT
position. Switch 1 can be used to force the audio output to come from SID1 LEFT position or SID2
RIGHT position. The factory default setting is Auto. This is only recommended for expert users
because selecting an incorrect type may cause damage to you SID chip. For reasons explained above
you should not excessively boost the samples because it may alter how the 3 regular SID channels
sound in case of 4 channel music. Therefore we have picked a few configurations that will meet the
requirements of most users. You can replicate one or more of these in order to get started. We
recommend this as a starting point until you get more familiar with SIDFX and its capabilities. The
left profile can be used for e.g. experimentation and for carrying out some of the tests and
configuration changes proposed in the testing section of our manual. But we do provide links to a
variety of publicly available tunes on our download page that will allow you to verify that your
system it working. The intended purpose of each tune is explained below. While listening play
around with switch 1 in order to get familiar with its functionality during mono playback.While
listening play around with switch 1 in order to get familiar with its functionality during stereo
playback.While listening play around with switch 1 in order to get familiar with its functionality
during stereo playback.While listening play around with switch 1 in order to get familiar with its
functionality during stereo playback.While listening play around with switch 1 in order to get
familiar with its functionality during mono playback. If samples on 8580 are weaker or stronger than
on 6581 then consider adjusting the digiboost loudness using the configuration tool. Please be aware
that when playing samples with 6581 and 8580 installed then the samples almost cancel out when
switch 1 is in the center position.

This is because 6581 and 8580 play samples out of phase this is not an issue related to SIDFX.While
listening play around with switch 1 in order to get familiar with its functionality during mono
playback. If samples on 8580 are weaker or stronger than on 6581 then consider adjusting the
digiboost loudness using the configuration tool. While testing different digiboost loudness settings
please notice whether the regular SID channels begin to sound different as the loudness setting is
increased. If this is the case then we recommend that you decrease the loudness setting until the
regular SID channels sound normal although this may compromise the sample volume. Please be
aware that when playing samples with 6581 and 8580 installed then the samples almost cancel out
when switch 1 is in the center position. This is because 6581 and 8580 play samples out of phase
this is not an issue related to SIDFX.Be aware that the connector plugs may sit very firmly. A good
method for detaching them is to hold on to the cable very close to the plug with your thumb and
index fingers and carefully wriggle it from side to side while pulling. After a few times from side to
side they usually pop out. Together they protect SIDFX against ESD events during storage and



handling in addition to protecting the pins against bending or breaking. Learn more opens in a new
window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount
is subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK,
import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab Delivery times may vary, especially
during peak periods and will depend on when your payment clears opens in a new window or tab.

Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More
opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new
window or tab Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method to
your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 32. Sellers
may be required to accept returns for items that are not as described. Learn more about your rights
as a buyer. opens in a new window or tab Youre covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you
receive an item that is not as described in the listing. Very nice, thanks. All Rights Reserved. User
Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. That is why only
theThis seems to be an intermediateTaken from theAssy numberTaken from the SAMS C64
Troubleshooting Guide. According to him, theAccording to the 1571 ServiceAlso, his boards have the
latest 03 Gate Array. Check your local classifieds. MSSIAH runs on all C64 versions including the
Commodore 128 and SX64. Make sure you have a fully working power supply unit, later models are
recommended. MSSIAH Getting Started SID2SID Installation Guide The forum is run by a third
party, not ourselves. Note that signing up is a delayed process so it may take a while before you can
start posting. Visit the MSSIAH User Forum That means with an extra audio chip in your C64 you
have three extra voices or three extra parts in multitimbral operation. To install an additional audio
chip our SID2SID Circuit Board is a neat way to house it inside your computer. You buy the SID2SID
in our online store together with the MSSIAH Cartridge. On the upside, people say it had a slightly
better keyboard than its classic cousin. Most people would probably consider the condition a shame
and write it off as a lost cause, since two of the corners were missing most of their plastic.

Some of those have not stood the test of time, so he’s now in the habit of stabilizing cracks with
brass mesh before filling them with fiberglass putty. The use of blank copper clad boards as straight
edges and thickness gauges is genius. There even used to be a toy plastic welder. But there’s no
need to troll the electronic auction bay to give it a try — just use a cheap soldering iron. Was in
amuch better shape though. Only one clip of the keyboard was broken. See my story I’ll have so keep
some of the tips and tricks in mind when for my next repair Learn how your comment data is
processed. CRJEEA on Start Me Up What Has The Windows 95 Desktop Given Us 25 Years Later.
Brian on Read My Lips, Under This NoSew Mask Anonimicus on Updating To Windows 10 For Fun
And Profit Make Those OEM Keys Go Further punkdigerati on Start Me Up What Has The Windows
95 Desktop Given Us 25 Years Later. Matt Cramer on Start Me Up What Has The Windows 95
Desktop Given Us 25 Years Later. X on Start Me Up What Has The Windows 95 Desktop Given Us 25
Years Later. Anonimicus on Start Me Up What Has The Windows 95 Desktop Given Us 25 Years
Later.Rob Ward on Start Me Up What Has The Windows 95 Desktop Given Us 25 Years Later. Now
on Hackaday.io Learn more. Aquarius ZX Spectrum ZX Spectrum Plus ZX Spectrum 128 Intellivision
Videopac G7000 For instance, the SX doesnt have a port for aThere was also aYes, its a phenomenon
the Commodore 64, theOf the common Commodore 64 more then 20 millionThe metal case of the
SX64 contained with a fewEven all C64cartridges could be used, by means of aThen he is
pleasantlyAt the right under a tiny cover thereIn between is a builtin floppy drive,Above the drive
there is storage compartment,So not meant for the gameBut even if the SX64 was only used for
administrative purposes the 5inchThat is one of the reasons for theAs much as 4 pounds 10 kilo
weighs the. SX64.



A German computer critic wrote in 1984 that the handy handle madeWas he a well trainedOr do I
have to train more. Further doubts on the term portable were cast by the fact that the SX64 had to
The manufacturing, started inSX was for the first time presented at the Consumer Electronics Show
in the. United States in January 1983. At that moment still under another name, the. SX100, that
contained a blackandwhite screen instead of a colour screen. ButBesides the SX there also exists a
DX64 a model with two floppy drives forBut the DX64 was manufactured inWorldwide, already 1.5.
Better photos needed! Standard C64 female 8pin DIN connector output from rear of SX64 to
external monitor such as 1701 etc. Some may have shipped with male 15Pin DSub HD15 plug and
HD15 to DB23F adapter 39068201. Shipped with HD15 to DB23F adapter 39068201. Some may
have female 23pin Dsub DB23F plug. Shipped with HD15 to DB23F adapter 39068201. Also good for
1084SD2 which is identical minus the RGBi circuit Also good for 1084SD2 which is identical minus
the RGBi circuit The yoke manufacturer the same as at 2080. also good for Highscreen KP548.
Question is why SECAM Commodore 64 was made for SECAM TVs. Il ne dispose pas de sortie
Composite ou SVideo.Philips have made all of its monitors in Taiwan that times but this monitor has
made in Malaysia. The Commodore 1084ST from 1992 uses Philips M34EAQ01X picture tube, but
exist 1084ST with Hitachi tube. I was initially using this to view 80column C128 displays. As to the
resolution it could display Amiga PAL 640x512 and went right to the cornercurves of the CRT. The
unit was a handy workhorse and I tried to display NTSC VHS 50Hz at one time... actually viewing a
shrunken image that rolled on it back when I had no NTSCcapable displays. Australias analog TV is
PAL 60Hz.I assume that it covers the manufacturers name.Extremely rare collector item!

Also seems to be identical specification to 1084D FCC ID ASJ9PO2002 not ASJ9P02002 The CM141
was darker to match the color scheme of the 264series. These monitors are FST Flat Square
Tube.Longpersistence monitors substantially reduce interlace flicker, which may make the 5017LP
the best choice to use with the 800x600 interlaced Super72 display mode.This is a highend studio
monitor. The German BBoAH says this is a rebadged Aydin Ranger 5021 BBoAH link First I have
seek old AYDIN and iiyama back labels, and iiyama is full different than Commodore RANGER 21 but
AYDIN is really similar So AYDIN pack its AYDIN RANGER 5021 model for Commodore. But AYDIN
is a UK company but this monitor has made in Japan, and AYDIN RANGER 5021 looks full the same
as IDEK Iiyama MF5021 BBoAH David Ward has written the same model number. This iiyama
picture I have get from PC Magazine 1992Jan14. Also I think Commodore and AYDIN RANGER 21
monitors are have sold only in UK and probably only to people buying Amiga 3000. So the 1992 must
be the last year for this model. An Amiga World user guide from 1991 show AYDIN RANGER 5021 .
But problem that iiyama says the resolution is 1024x768 but this guide says 1280x1280.Components
and modules for the SX64 were manufactured by several Japanese companies and then assembled by
Commodore. Source page I have never seen before 200240V version of 1950. I have modified the
1950 sections, the 1950 page and the Commodore monitor compatibility matrix for 220240V page.
2011Mar15 Made and upload the Commodore 1902A manual in PDF. 2011Mar19 I have bought an
European 1701 manual. This model the same as the Commodore 1404 except the power switch on
the front on HMM1401 but on the 1402 on back side. So 1402, 1404 and 1405 are made by Hyundai.
2011May10 I have all of the tree MFG codes for 1081 voltage versions so I have upload this data.
Special thanks to markline1100 ! 2011May18 I have got mfg number of the 1084 BSI.

This was not clear because the only I have found it in a continental Europe collection with replaced
power cord so the built in power cord with UK plug has replaced to continental EU plug. This has
different mfg code likely because Philips has not used own picture tube. The case design the same as
the 1403 and the A2024 case so these are made by ADI also. Special thanks to Paul Andrews for the
idea. 2012Oct07 I have found 1930III pictures on 2012Oct13 My Likom theory about 1084ST.
2012Oct13 Diagram about manufacturers added. 2012Nov16 SECAM false belief about 1083SP1
added. Special thanks for the compacted French version to David Brunet at 2012Nov16 Updated
A2024 resolution informations according to Toni Wilen WinUAE developer, Grand Master 2013Apr13



I have upload all of the 1084SP1 pictures that Tomi Tilli has sent to me. Thank you much!
2013Apr13 I have got big, clear and sharp photos about 1085SD2 from alex76gr. I have upload all of
them. This is the last model under Commodore name that has EuroSCART connector. It is really
rare. Special thanks to Thomas Kraft for the great pictures! 2014Jun13 Error correction The original
Commodore 1084 monitor also has a headphone 3.5 mm jack mono at the left side. 2014Jun14
Update Commodore 1960 supports CGA digital RGBi and EGA signals too, according to its service
manual. 2015Apr04 New model Commodore 1803. Special Thanks to Henrik Brinch Christiansen
who inform me about the auction and also Special Thanks to Fabien Patricia the seller who has made
pictures about manual pages after I have ask them. 2015Apr11 New models Commodore 1428;
1428X; 1432D; 1432V. Special Thanks to Ernie Chorny who make the pictures for me and send
informations too about this rare models. 2015May23 New color version Commodore 1802 dark
brown. Special Thanks to Ernie Chorny who make the pictures for me and send informations too
about this really rare model.

2016Sep23 New model Commodore 1935LR 2016Sep23 New model Commodore 1936LR
2017Mar27 Repair info raw has added 2017Mar27 Commodore Amiga 1081 schematic has added.
Special thanks to Guru who scan it and send to me. The Gurus ROM Dump News 2017Mar28
Commodore Amiga 1084 high resolution schematic has uploaded. Special thanks to Guru who scan it
and send to me. The Gurus ROM Dump News 2017Mar29 Commodore 1084SD2 manual has added.
Special thanks to Guru who scan it and send to me. The Gurus ROM Dump News 2017Mar30
Commodore Amiga 1081 section clean up. Special thanks to Guru for detailed informations. The
Gurus ROM Dump News 2017Mar30 Amiga 1080 schematic has added. Special thanks to Guru who
send it to me. The Gurus ROM Dump News 2017Mar30 Amiga 1080 manual has added. Special
thanks to Guru who send it to me. The Gurus ROM Dump News 2017Apr01 New Commodore Amiga
1081 with darker tube picture. Special thanks to Guru who send it to me. The Gurus ROM Dump
News 2017Apr01 Commodore 1084SD 120V schematic in PDF a better scan quality has uploaded.
Special thanks to Guru who send it to me. The Gurus ROM Dump News 2017Apr01 Commodore
1950 220240V schematic in PDF has uploaded. Special thanks to Guru who send it to me. The Gurus
ROM Dump News 2017Apr03 Commodore 1940 service manual and users guide in PDF has
uploaded, and dot pitch informations according to these has added. Special thanks to Guru who send
it to me. The Gurus ROM Dump News 2017Apr05 Commodore 1950 users guide in PDF has
uploaded. Special thanks to Guru who send it to me. The Gurus ROM Dump News 2017Apr06
Commodore A2024 users guide in PDF has uploaded. Special thanks to Guru who send it to me. The
Gurus ROM Dump News 2017Apr06 Commodore 1084SP monitor capacitor list compiled by Guru
has uploaded. Special thanks to Guru for this important work. Special thanks to Guru for this
important work.
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